The Organ of the Cambridge Hash House Harriers
August 2019
Wilburton Bier House
Those who attended the Wilburton Beer Festival Run will probably not have noticed this little
structure as we ran past the cemetery. Even Taxidermist, who lives in Wilburton may not know that
the village is famous, not only for the Beer Festival, but also for the Bier House.
Seldom seen these days, even in the remotest villages, the bier, a three- or four-wheeled hand propelled carriage, was the predecessor of the hearse. Many were housed in the church, some with
the local coffin maker, but a few, probably owned by the parish, had their own bier house, such as
the one in Wilburton. An obvious location for a beer stop on a future run?

Hash Assets
The Hash has a large double burner, and a single burner complete with gas bottles, currently stored
by Bear. We need to find alternative storage, or maybe sell them.
Please let the committee know if you have any opinions on what should happen to these. They are in
good working order, and can take large pans.

Save the Date: Sunday 8th September 2019 Run 2136 / Grunty Fen On-Ice
Where: The Icehouse in Dry Drayton
What is it: a gentle run or walk with the Cambridge Hash House Harriers or a cross country
Half Marathon for individuals or relay teams of 3
As well as the hash and the running there will be beer, food and music. What's not to like?
Beerstop has opened a Doodle Poll on https://doodle.com/poll/xu7dytap9anucgrq so that you need
to register your interest . If you want food or drink for this hash fill in some of the columns 4,5,6,
& 7 (and any others you like).

Run 2103, 20th Jan 2019, Chequers, Barley. Hare: Antar

Scribe: Big Leg

Well finally the Winter has bitten. We had all woken to a proper hoar frost and the trip out to Barley
was delightful – especially as Debonair was driving 
There was some confusion on arrival as to where we should park some opting for the ‘pub car park
option’ and others for a ‘road round the back’! This made it hard to call the pack to order promptly at
11 as we were still waiting for Whittle’s senior to make it down the road. It was a smallish pack, but
the lack of too many front runners meant that initially as we headed away matters were kept neatly
together. Having taken the road out of the village we crossed onto a field where Klinger instantly
headed off across a recently sewn field. Aghast (well ish) the rest of the pack kept to the field edge
and then cut across to the other edge of the village, the cricket field and out into the country side.
Worryingly we then found ourselves faced with hills – we are just not used to them! We slogged up
and down a few – but to be fair it was just such a bracing and beautiful morning that it didnt seem to
matter.
Our hare kept with us marking directions for stragglers and late comers (hmmm Lady Slipstream and
Fuck me in Public….) and the walking pack was back at base before the runners – always a good sign

The circle was lacking in choir members so we made the best of a bad job – Klinger was held to task
for crop running – though he was adamant that it was actually the correct route of the footpath,
various people were called up on account of requiring wee stops in public as the pub wasn’t open at
the start and our hare got one for failing to lay checkpoints whilst the trail was being run in the places
where they obviously should have been.
Our esteemed RA wanted the words to his zippady doo dah song changed to encorporate Googly’s
moans but without strong choir leadership we struggled with the correct intonation on that!
Shamcock did mention that perhaps were now sorry that we’d ‘sacked’ him as songmaster…..

Run 2102, 23th January 2019, Crown and Cushion, Great Gransden
Hares: Wimp & Calamity

Scribe: Big Leg

So it didn’t seem that long since we’d run here, but the Newmarket contingent arrived in Great
Gransden on the early side of late quietly confident that we would still get a parking space as, well
lets face they got two pony and traps in the pub car park last time we were there! Imagine our
disquiet therefore on turning into the drive to a sight of chaos!! Cars everywhere!! For reason not
entirely clear to me I followed the instructions being issued by various helpful souls to pull up in a line
behind Constant Suctions van …. Well with some top reversing we would all get out of there in the
end. On account of being a touch late and as I’d had a cup of coffee or two I needed a quick trip to
the facilities so I delegated the gathering of the circle (quietly) to the JM and returned to find that on
account of that small foible that I was – hey ho guess what – the scribe again!
We were joined by two visitors from Oslo Hash – The Vicar and Flying Chicken who were brave
enough to take the risk of completing our trail in time to then head on to the airport for their trip
home. Good job that our hares had everything covered and we set off on either the runners trail set
in sawdust or the walkers in flour. We headed towards Gransden and Waresley Woods where the
two trails intertwined cunningly running us all round in circles. Runners were calling walkers on and
Walkers the converse…. Top trail laying!!

FRBs

Lost in the Woods

Whisky stop – very civilised!

Back at the pub Blowback was heard to opine that we should all know the area well enough by now
so there was no good reason why anyone should not be back at the pub banging on the door at 12.00
– seems he had been.
Consternation was caused to Goldfinger who, having bought Dino IV our to meet us in a very fancy
Austin Healy was totally blocked in and unable to escape! A theme that was to run through the
aftermath of the circle as we all had to do some fancy reversing to undo the parking carnage!!
Great day – well done all!

Hares

Sinners – they’re all guilty

Scribe

Run 2118 Blue Ball, Granchester Hare: Hold It For Me

Scribe: Unmentionable

Searching for inspiration I checked out the run report for HIFM’s last run from the Blue Ball, only to
find that Pedro had written “A picture is worth a 1,000 words” and hadn’t written anything! With
both hashflashes, Pedro and Paperazzi in Mojocar, there will be very little photographic memories to
assist with this run report.
As usual we were early(!), but by the time we’d found a parking space it was almost 11 o’clock.
Finding a parking space was relatively easy until an elderly lady asked us not to park in front of her
house. A minor altercation ensued with Jetstream subsequently denying that he was confrontational
and Unmentionable quietly moving the car up the road. Finding a check point just where we’d
parked the car we thought about waiting there until the pack arrived, a thought that had also
occurred to Leg-over and Trousers Off, but we soon realised that it could be a long wait and headed
for the pub.
Toed Bedsores explained that the Hare was still out laying the trail and that we’d find dust if we went
over the style opposite the pub. For once, he was correct, and we ran down towards the River Cam,
through a meadow on which a herd of bullocks were grazing. Needless to say, a pack of hashers
running through their field disturbed the herd and they went mental, bellowing and running around
like headless chucks – and that was just the hashers! Eventually the bullocks surrounded Lightning,
maybe mistaking him for one of their own, and calmed down.
At last Toed Bedsores led us back to the road where we came across the check by our car for the
second time. Off we went, down the road, past The Rupert Brooke, left at the Green Man, past the
Red Lion (what a waste of potential beer stops?) and back down to the river. Doubling back again we
found ourselves at the church (ten to three, and is there honey still for tea?) but then headed off
towards Barton.
This time there was no snow to hide the dust and so we found all the check-backs before heading off
towards the footbridge over the M11, just as we had on run 2045. Over the motorway and towards
Barton the trail led us a scenic route parallel to the M11. Despite the fact that this was obviously a
right hander, Trousers Off and the yet to be named, Wrong Way, insisted on running all the turnbacks to the left, followed by Blowback, Beer Stop, Feeble Minder, Lady Slipstream and Leg-over
who entered into the spirit of things so as not to disappoint the Hare, who had gone to a lot of
trouble laying these, not so cunning, turn-backs.
Back over the M11 we encountered Control Freak, Ooh La La and Klingon who had sensibly SCB’d
down the fields without crossing the M11. Then it was straight back to the pub – but it wasn’t! The
trail took a cunning leftie leaving Antar, Ben, Jetstream, Bedsores and Klinger going straight back to
the pub whilst the pack took a long loop towards Cambridge rugby club, finally coming back along the
river. Fraser and Big Leg found a neat short cut but they were outdone by Just John and Computer
who had hardly left the pub.
With most of the Mismanagement absent in Mojocar it fell to Big Leg to act as GM, RA et al, and run
the circle, with Only Me acting as assistant, assistant hashcash and assistant, assistant beermaster.
Down-downs for Hold It For Me for an excellent trail, Jetstream for short cutting but not taking the
car keys, Lightning & Bedsores for attracting bullocks. Finally, having gone the wrong way at nearly
every check, Wrong Way was given his very appropriate hash name. But where was Wai Wai on her
birthday? At another party it seems, so Hold It For Me gave a rendition of “Delilah” in her Onour,
followed by a spontaneous “Happy Birthday”, with none of the usual hash lyrics. Where’s Hash Flash
when you need them?

Run 2124, A Cock-up in Broom.

Hare: Goldfinger

Scribe: Muthertucker

Wilfully set with sporadic sawdust in the wind, and sadly set over two days, and as it turns out with
hostile neighbours lurking.. A classic! As The Great White Hope would say. Apparently it wasn’t the
usual trail, as all the old-timers got lost, and even Antar didn’t know where it the trail went, as he
confessed that he had set at least three trails from this pub.

The Cock, Broom

A Classic – GWH

Googly Maps couldn’t find the trail

And so.. we met in Broom, not Broome as someone suggested to me, but then maybe they were
making the most of my accent. We set out from the pub and turned right instead of left, (according to
the experts,) and proceeded in a shambolic fashion towards Stanford and then Clifton Bury farm. At
this point things got a little murky, as the trail stopped dead, and was not seen for a good half mile in
all directions. After much to and froing we found a check that had been carefully obliterated -. This
gave us two scenarios, either the hare had actually done this and remade his trail, or this indeed was
the check and trail was closeby. Nope. It was probably picked up by some nefarious local, and Trail
was completely lost.
It’s the first time I can remember the pack not finding the trail, and having to No/No/amble back to
the pub! Apparently one of our number just kept on going on an old trail memory, and found
something that led him home.
I did wonder what was so special about this particular hostelry, and found that it actually had no bar!
Yes, we had to que at a quazi cellar door and were served from a collection of barrels of the day.
Unusually, the pub had a complete C19 pub interior of pine fittings including dado panelled skittles
room. The whole building is described as a rare and unusually complete rural pub interior of this
date, and once the rare and unusual clientele got used to us, we were served with delight and élan.

The Cellar Bar

Don’t blame us – none of us were here!

Kermit ran the circle, and the fines were as follows:. For Visitors Tony, and his better half. The circle
was led by Antar, and the RA was Kemit. Reticence Just Graham. WYDT for Frog Jog numberplate.
Toed, for trail buggering and keeping secrets as to where the trail actually went. Antar – New shoes x
2! Bengazi for trail unreasoned, Lost property: Antar for mislaying an obscure German Nash Hash
beer warmer/cooler, And finally Forest Dump, for dumping in the woods. On The Piss!
(No Hash Flash - so let’s use some photos from a previous run and see if anyone notices)!

Run 2127 White Horse, Swavesey. Hares: Klinger & Klingon Scribe: Jetstream
It was only a couple of months since Pedro & Wron Keys laid a trail here and
although we set off up Taylors Lane, this was just a check-back so that Wrong
Way could live up to his name. So it was out on Middle Fen Drove and
towards the Lakes. As this was the previous trail backwards I went onto the
CH3 website with a view to plagiarising the run report for Run 2112,
backwards. Alas, the appointed Scribe, Chimp, hasn’t written her report so
this was a non-starter.

With a long track towards the lakes the FRBs were soon a mile ahead with Muthatuka just managing
to keep in touch. A check on the flood bank near the river had Wrong Way going the wrong way yet
again, this time followed by Wimp. Another long stretch along the bank although a couple of checks
had El Rave, Wimp and others trying to find a trail amongst the bullocks to the left, or were they just
trying to break up the monotony of the true trail. Reaching the gravel track, a left turn led us to a very
welcome beer stop. Memories of Haven’t Got One’s run came flooding back – literally, as we’d
waded through knee deep water last time we ran this way.
Leaving the beer stop we went over the track to see the “Amazing View” over the lake. Whilst this
may be amazing for Fen Ditton it doesn’t compare with any other scenic view I’ve ever seen. Lingered
to admire the view for a couple of seconds and then followed the grassy path up to the Misguided
Busway where we came across another check. Leg-over led the pack straight on but as this was
obviously an optional loop, I headed left along a nice quiet path alongside the lakes. Very peaceful
without all those hashers calling On-On and it was quite satisfying to arrive at the check at the end of
the optional loop, way ahead of the pack (for a change!). Back at the White Horse Inn by 12.30 and an
excellent choice of real ales plus bowls of chips, kindly provided by the Landlord. Anyone with a
CAMRA card was rewarded by a discount on the beer.

It was good to see returnees G-Spot and Mrs Hoopless (hashed with us for five years and never got a
hash handle), who only sipped their down-downs before passing them back to the Beer Master for
recycling. It seems that we have to run from Swavesey on a sunny day to entice them to join us. RA
Kermit asked if anyone had a charge, and in the absence of any sinners on today’s trail proceeded to
call Big Swinger for losing her Normal for Norfolk T-shirt, Paparazzi for sleeping on the wrong boat on
the Dalmatian Cruise (not that El Rave noticed). Hold It For Me volunteered himself for lubrication
and Muthatuka was punished for persuading El Rave and Benghazi to try the exceedingly hot curry in
Norwich, with predictable after effects. Big Leg, Calamity and Pedro competed for having the biggest
bruises.

The BBQ Season has arrived …..
When a Hasher volunteers to do the BBQ the following chain of events are put into action:
(1)
(2)
(3)

The harriette buys the food
The harriette makes the salad, prepares the vegetables and makes desert
The harriette prepares the meat for cooking, places it on a tray along with the
necessary cooking utensils and sauces and take it to the hasher who is lounging beside the
grill – beer in hand. Next come the important part …
(4)
THE HASHER PLACES THE MEAT ON THE GRILL, then
(5)
The Harriette goes inside to organise the plates and cutlery.
(6)
The Harriette comes out to tell the hasher that the meat is burning. He thanks her and
asks if she will bring another beer while he deals with the situation. Another important
part …
(7)
THE HASHER TAKES THE MEAT OFF THE GRILL AND HANDS IT TO THE HARRIETTE, then
(8)
The Harriette prepares the plates, salad, bread, utensils, napkins, sauces and brings
them to the table
(9)
After eating, the Harriette clears the table and does the dishes. Most important of all …
(10) Everyone PRAISES the HASHER and THANKS HIM for his cooking skills
(11) The hasher asks the Harriette how she enjoyed her day off? But, upon seeing her
annoyed reaction concludes that there’s just no way of pleasing some women.

If you’ve never been on a Bash, maybe it’s time to give it a try?

Runs for August 2019
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run No. 2131: 04-Aug-2019
Coach and Horses, Newport, CB11 3TR
Hares Double Top & Paparazzi
Run No. 2132: 11-Aug-2019
Shed, 45 Lode Road, Lode, CB25 9ET
Hares Three Swallows
Run No. 2133: 18-Aug-2019
Bull, Burrough Green, CB8 9NH
Hares Sox Maniac & Horny
Run No. 2134: 25-Aug-2019
Pig and Falcon, New Street, St Neots, PE19 1AE
Hares Big Swinger

Grand Master - Big Leg
Grand Mattress - Antar
Joint Master - School Boys Dream & Jonah Dick
Emeritus Grand Master - Googly
Religious Advisor - Kermit
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Song Master - Taxidermist
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
Fat Controler - Gorilla

ch3.co.uk

